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CANADA'S ELECTRIC STANDING DESK


Build your home office with Canada's most affordable electric standing desk. The only Canadian Stand Up Desk with reliable German Manufactured Bosch motors.


EXPLORE OUR AFFORDABLE OPTIONS

FREE SHIPPING WITHIN CANADA AND USA













BUILD YOUR HOME OFFICE WITH CANADA'S MOST AFFORDABLE 
ELECTRIC STANDING DESK




Build your home office with Canada's 
most affordable electric standing desk. 
The only Canadian Stand Up Desk with reliable
German Manufactured Bosch motors.


EXPLORE OUR AFFORDABLE OPTIONS
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FREE EXPRESS SHIPPING
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10 YEAR WARRANTY
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OVER 3,000 REVIEWS
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CANADIAN COMPANY








	STANDING DESKS


	ERGONOMIC CHAIRS


	ACCESSORIES



Our Best-Selling Adjustable Standing Desks


Create your home office with the most cost-effective electric standing desk in Canada. Be assured that our stand-up desk is the only one in Canada equipped with reliable Bosch motors manufactured in Germany.


Sale Off 
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Ergo2 Series - Standing Desk with Tabletop


$399.99$199.99


554 Reviews







Sale Off 
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Motion Series - Standing Desk with Table Top


$719.99$499.99


650 Reviews







Sale Off 
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Motion Series - Standing Desk Frame


$359.99


650 Reviews











Our Best-Selling Ergonomic Office Chairs


Sale Off 
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Motion M Series High Back - Ergonomic Office Chair


$299.99$219.99


838 Reviews







Sale Off 
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Motion CloudMesh Ergonomic Office Chair


$349.99


650 Reviews







Sale Off 
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Motion SpaceMesh Office Chair


$749.99$379.99


50 Reviews











Our Best-Selling Accessories


Sale Off 
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Motion ErgoFeel Foot Massage Mat


$89.99


81 Reviews







Sale Off 
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Clamp-Mounted Surge Protector Power Strip


$79.99


16 Reviews







Sale Off 
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Motion Rolling Steel Filing Cabinet


$299.99$239.99


18 Reviews
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MotionGrey Standing Desk VS Competitors


Experience the ultimate upgrade in your workspace with the MotionGrey Standing Desks. Our standing desk outshine competitors with unparalleled quality, seamless adjustability, and innovative features. Crafted with precision, our desks offer sturdy construction and durability that lasts. Effortlessly transition between sitting and standing with a smooth electric lift mechanism.
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Trusted By Companies Across Canada


The best standing desk in Canada. Each component of our Height Adjustable Desks and Ergonomic Desks, from the dual motorized legs to the MG-4 memory keypad, is engineered to perfection with customers in mind to provide the best quality product at a great value.














Highlights from Brands and Companies


"These are great adjustable standing desks and handle different working postures/positions very well including standing work heights. The operating quality is very good. Smooth operation. No problems so far. Very happy with this service and with the knowledge of the sales representative from MotionGrey."


Tim Brown
President of Brikers




"We were pleasantly surprised, especially by the quality of their services. Delivery was prompt and company reps were friendly and met all of our needs. Most importantly, our employees love their office space. Their electric standing desks are reliable, easy to use and allow our team to easily change postures despite long periods of time in front of a computer screen. We highly recommend the MotionGrey experience."


Steve Kanters
Founder & Lead Analyst of RainCity Analytics




“The reason we chose MotionGrey was their reputable and reliable products. After we spoke to the founders and CS team, we placed the order for a test and the experience was great. We have been continuing to order ever since. The products received great feedback from our employees . Everyone is loving the products and how ergonomic they are. The electric standing desks really helped them with their posture and reduced back pain.”


Rajiv Khana
CFO of BeWhere










Trusted by companies across Canada
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MotionGrey in the Media
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Why Customers Choose Our Standing Desk For Their WorkStation


Customers come first. Below makes us your best choice for your workspace.
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Readily Available Inventory


Warehouses in Canada within these cities; Vancouver, BC and Toronto, ON.
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Fast, Free Shipping


Receive your order within
1 to 5 business days.
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10 Year Warranty


10 Year Comprehensive electronic component warranty.
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Customer Reviews


See all the love we get from our customers.





See More Reviews





Learn more Standing Desk Information
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Best Standing Desk in Canada for 2023


In the market for a new standing desk? Perfect! A healthier, happier lifestyle is waiting for you! A sit-stand desk is just the right investment to make if you’re looking for an improvement in your health:
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Top 5 Features to Look for in a Standing Desk


Shopping for a standing desk in Canada and looking for the right one with the best features and capabilities? We understand you! When shopping for a new electric standing desk, there are some basic capabilities you need to look into to ensure you get the most value out of the investment you are making.
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Top 5 Pains that a Standing Desk Eliminates




Looking for ways to enjoy increased wellbeing and more pain-free days at work? Let a standing desk help you! An adjustable standing desk is one effective solution to breaking sedentary lifestyle at work, which is the usual cause of many physical pains that employees and workers experience in their day-to-day life.






Customer Reviews


See all the love we get from our customers.












FAQs for MotionGrey Adjustable Standing Desk







Where can I buy the MotionGrey standing desk? Is it only available online, or do you have a showroom?



Our standing desks are currently available on the MotionGrey website. You can also come visit our showroom at #155 6660 Graybar Rd Richmond, BC V6W 1H9. We are open 9AM to 5PM Monday to Friday. 


Shipping within the US and Canada is free, and we also offer a 30-day risk-free trial with each of our standing desks. So just in case, you’re not satisfied with your standing desk, you can return it within 30 days to get a refund.




Do your standing desks accommodate really tall users?



All of our standing desks are designed for the average height and build, and they come with adjustability features to accommodate various heights. 


For more customization options, you may also reach out to our Customer Service team.





Between your single motor and dual motor standing desks, which is the better option?



Both our single motor and dual motor desks are engineered with top quality and a wide range of features. We recommend that you base your choice on your specific needs. 


Our single motor standing desk is designed for the budget-conscious, with a two-segmented steel frame. On the other hand, our Motion Series dual motor standing desk is our most premium and best-reviewed standing desk, engineered with dual German Bosch motors and three-segmented steel frame for sturdiness at all heights. 







Do you ship outside the US and Canada?



We are based in Vancouver, Canada. As of this moment, we offer shipping only within Canada and the US. Please email us for further inquiries. 




Are products on sale covered by your return policies?



Yes, all our products are covered by our return and replacement policies, including those on sale. This goes the same for our 30-day risk-free trial—for customers within US and Canada




What kind of frame do you offer?



The MotionGrey standing desk frame is for customers who want to enjoy the benefits of a standing desk and go the DIY route in building their desk. 


If you want to use your own table top or want your personally customized top for the desk, you may simply purchase a MotionGrey frame. 


This is the same solid steel frame that we use in our ergonomic standing desk, operated by the same powerful dual motors. It comes in options of black and white to help you better customize your desk.










Get In Touch With Our Team


Please use the contact form if you have any questions about our products. For commercial purposes and product detail questions, you can reach us at websupport@motiongrey.com or contact us at +1 (778) 312 1311.


Phone: +1 (778) 312 1311
Email: websupport@motiongrey.com





Business Hours: MON - SAT 8 AM to 5 PM


Get In Touch With Our Team












SUBMIT








Please use the contact form if you have any questions about our products. For commercial purposes and product detail questions, you can reach us at websupport@motiongrey.com or contact us at +1 (778) 312 1311.


Phone: +1 (778) 312 1311
Email: websupport@motiongrey.com

Business Hours (Customer Support Line): MON - SAT 8 AM to 5 PM



Business Address:  #155 6660 Graybar Road, V6W 1H9 Richmond, BC

Business Hours (Retail Store): MON - FRI 10 AM to 5 PM
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